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Attempt any five questions in all selecting atleast one question from each unit. 

 UNIT-I 

1.a.  Let G1  and G2  be groups then show that  10 

1221)( XGGXGGi  

(ii) Then the subsets }:),{( 11211 GaeaG and }:),{( 22212 GaaeG are normal subgroup of 1G

and  2G respectively . 1G is isomorphic to 1G  and 2G is isomorphic to 2G . 

b. Let G be a group and suppose G is the internal direct product of subgroups H1,H2………Hn. Let  

G
n
= H1 X H2 X………XHn.. Show that G and G

n
 are isomorphic. 10 

2a. Let G be a group and H is a subgroup of G .If H  is normal subgroup of G and G/H is abelian,then 

show that HGifConverselyHG '' . ,then show that H is normal Subgroup of G.        10
 

b. Show that any two Subnormal series of a group G have subnormal refinements that are equivalent .10 

 UNIT-II 

3a. Prove that the ring of all Gaussian integer Z[i] is a Euclidean Ring. 10 

b. Let N,K be the Sub modules of the R – Module M . Then Prove 
KN

N

K
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     10
 

4a. Let V and V
’
 be vector spaces over the same field F s.t. the dimension of V is finite .Let 

': VVt be 

a linear transformation ,then prove that : dim V = rank(t) + nullity (t)                              10 



b. Let V  be n-dimensional  vector spaces over a field F. Let B={b1,b2,……….bn}be a basis of  V then 

prove that the dual space V
*
 of V has basis B

*
={f1,f2,……….fn} such that 

Fwherenjibf ijijji .,.........2,1,:)( is Kronecker Delta                             10
 

UNIT-III 

5a. Let 
F

K
be a field extension .Then prove that an element Ka is algebraic over F iff F(a) is finite 

extension of F.                                                10
 

b. Prove that an irreducible polynomial f(x) over a field F of Characteristic p>0  is inseparable iff f(x) is a 

polynomial in x
p
.                                       10 

 

6a. Let G be a finite group of automorphism of a field K. Let F be the fixed field of G that is : 

},)({ GallforxxKxF .Then prove that K is Galois extension of F with .)/( GFKG  10
 

b. Prove that the general polynomial equation of degree n is not solvable by radicals for  .5n           10 

UNIT-IV 

7a. If a square matrix A of order n, over a field F, has n distinct eigenvalues  n.........,, 21 then there is 

an invertible matrix P such that ).........,,( 21

1

ndiagAPP
                             10

 

b. Let V be an n-dimensional vector spaces over a field F and V
’
 be an m-dimensional vector space over 

F. Then show that : )(),( ' FMVVHom nm .                               10 

8a. Let FFf nn )(: be a multilinear alternating form. Then show that for any n x n matrix 

)()det()(.][ IfAAfFoveraA ij where I is n x n identity matrix.                             10 

b. Let A be an n x n identity matrix over a field F . 
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n  be a characterstic polynomial of A. Then 

show that: 0.............)( 01

1
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n                               10 

 



UNIT-V 

9a. Let V be inner product space .Then for all RandVvu, Prove that  

vuvuiiuui )()(   

b. Let V be an inner product space and A={v1,v2,………..vn} be an orthonormal set in V .Then prove that 

any vector Vv the vector : 
j

n

i

i vvvvu ,
1

 is orthogonal to each vj, j=1,2,3,…..n and 

consequently to the subspace generated by the orthonormal set A. 

10a. Let V be a finite dimensional inner product space and W be its any subspace .Then prove that V is 

the direct sum of WandW  ie. WwhenWWV is orthogonal complement of W. 

b. Let V and V
’
 be inner product spaces.Then prove that a linear transformation 

': VVt is orthogonal 

iff : Vuallforuut )( . 


